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Abstract
As wireless sensor networks continue to grow in usage for distinct applications. Storage (memory) requirement and security are major problems for these resource limited networks. This paper present a novel and efficient key establishment and management scheme for WSNs, named Random Initial and Master Key (RIMK). We showed that our proposed technique, manages keys randomly with less storage (i.e. only two keys), less communication and computation overhead compared to existing Localized Encryption and Authentication Protocol (LEAP), in which every node uses four different keys in a static pattern and occupy greater storage space, which increases overhead and complexity in the network. Simulation results show that RIMK is more efficient and robust than LEAP.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a new and increasingly used technology because of their data acquisition and data processing processes. WSNs are special networks which provide useful interface to the real world. They are composed of hundreds and thousands of inexpensive, low-powered sensing devices known as nodes with limited computational and communication resources [1]. WSNs are cooperative environmental networks in which tiny sensor nodes communicate over a wireless medium [2]. These types of networks are extensively used in all fields due to their broader applications in urban and rural areas such as warehouses, healthcare, forest fire tracking, military, smart buildings, earthquake detection, security gates of five star hotels and very high buildings etc. As general wireless techniques cannot be used for WSNs because they embarrass the resources and need greater security and storage space. The method of their communication and distribution in different fields [3] make them very effective to several actions of an opponent and large storage requirements. Small sensor nodes that are deployed in the surrounding are collecting data for present and future use, due to their small size and less storage allocation they perform every action for very short period of time. Due to limited memory, processing power and battery life each sensor node utilizes resources very effectively. Many appropriate methods for node scattering, use matched techniques for key (i.e.public key, private key, initial key and master key) for memory management and security purposes. These methods also need many communication and counting techniques for transfer of information from base station to the neighboring nodes and vice versa. Therefore; it is very essential to find distinct performance parameters for the WSNs. These networks have diverse characteristics because they combine the small sensors with their computing elements to handle and attack the surrounding and manage the small memory. These networks are mostly classified by fixed power and storage requirements. However, WSNs suffer from many constraints, including low computation capability, small memory, limited energy resources, susceptibility to physical capture, and use of insecure wireless communication channels. These constraints make security in WSNs a challenge. So in order to provide strong security mechanism, we propose a novel security technique-RIMK, a public key cryptography technique for the authentication of WSNs, which is most appropriate cryptographic technique. Previous works have more focused on the key management techniques [4] for the

One of the key limitations of the existing research on the LEAP and key management in WSNs is that they focused only the securities but ignore the storage space management in WSN nodes. As WSNs are very resource constraints, because of low power, small size and less storage space (memory). So in order to resolve that issue of storage space management in the routing protocol of WSNs we proposed an efficient key storage and management scheme, Random Initial and Master Key (RIMK) in which every sensor node uses two keys on the random basis to save the storage space.

Our main contribution in this paper is that, we proposed a novel technique, RIMK to reduce the excess storage problem in LEAP and proved through simulation results that our proposed technique occupies less storage than the LEAP. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II, presents LEAP and its excess storage problem, Section III, describes our proposed technique-RIMK, flow chart for generating initial (primary) and master keys for RIMK and operation performed by RIMK. Section IV, provides simulation environment and discussion of simulation results. In section V, storage requirement of RIMK and LEAP is discussed and verified with experimental and mathematical operations. Section VI, concludes paper and directs to future research.

![Figure 1. Architecture of Wireless Sensor Networks](image-url)

2. Localized Encryption and Authentication Protocol

LEAP is a key management protocol in wireless sensor networks [4, 5]. It was intended to help in In-network processing [6] technique and at the same time restrain the nodes from sharing unauthorized or false information. As in all wireless networks distinct entities sharing multiple data, so for that reason we need separate methods for distributing and securing that information. For that purpose LEAP uses four different types of keys such as, individual key
shared with base station, pairwise key [7] shared with another sensor node, cluster key shared with multiple neighboring nodes, and a group key shared with all the nodes in the network. A prominent characteristic of this routing protocol [8] is that it helps in finding authorized or legal entity beyond the involvement of in-network mechanism and to find an opponent affected environment. LEAP is based on the rule of using large key pattern to provide privacy and authentication but with larger storage requirement.

The information shared between sensor nodes is broadcasted in the whole network and categorized by distinct ways and unique conditions. For example, control information versus data information, information to multiple users versus to a single user, prerogative versus sensor self-information. The security position [9] of the sensor nodes is based on the condition in which these lies, authentication [10] is important for whole network while confidentiality is needed to few nodes in the network. For instance, confidentiality [11] is not important for schedule ordered data but is important for problems faced by individual nodes and base station [12]. As persuaded that use of distinct key algorithms is not good for efficient distribution and excluding information transfer techniques, which are very important in WSNs [13, 14]. LEAP is efficient for the security purpose but main problem of it is that every node stores four keys [15], so large storage space is required, as sensor nodes are already small in size and resource constraint [16, 17]. In order to resolve that issue of larger storage and memory usage by every node in the LEAP, we proposed a novel key management technique, which is a lightweight scheme for security and storage management in WSNs.

Considering the memory used by every node in the LEAP, there are some parameters such as, L which shows the number of memory units required for storing random function F, A shows the number of neighboring nodes, and each cryptography key requires one unit of memory storage, so memory used by each node is given by:

\[
MemoryUnits = L + A + 2A + 1 + 1
\]

One individual key, one group key, A cluster keys, 2A pairwise keys, L is the random function storing unit. As each sensor node in the LEAP stores four types of keys; individual key, pairwise key, cluster key and group key [18]. Thus each node requires following number of memory units for storage: 1 unit for an individual key, 1 unit for the group key, A units for A cluster head keys, 2A units for 2A pairwise keys (i.e. 2 pairwise keys for each neighbor), and L units for its key chain (for the next key generation with F) [20]. Therefore, each node requires L+3A+2 units of memory [21, 22].

3. Our Proposal-random Initial Key and Master Key

Random Initial and Master Key (RIMK) is a very robust, energy efficient, dynamic, and low cost storage and secure key management technique in which newly added sensor nodes can join the network easily and secretly while malicious nodes will be separated at that time. This technique is based on the random function which helps in encryption of data, reduction of storage space and energy consumption in sensor networks which were not resolved by LEAP. RIMK is used only in the active portion of the network in order to decrease the amount of energy used and gives a very scalable approach to key management in the network. RIMK is also used for authentication of the network nodes; one novel feature of this technique is that it has the lowest storage cost because every node store only two keys, individual key and pair-wise key.
during communication as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, in our proposed technique each node stores following number of memory units:

\[
MemoryUnits = L + 1 + 2A
\]  

(2)

One individual key, 2A pairwise keys. In RIMK each sensor node stores two keys; individual and pairwise key. Therefore memory units for every node are as: 1 unit for individual key, 2A units for pairwise keys (i.e. 2 pairwise keys for each neighbor), and L units for its key chain (for next key generation with F). So, each node requires \( L + 1 + 2A \) units of memory, which is very small storage space than the each node in the LEAP. In our proposed technique no any additional resources are necessary for establishing other keys. Due to good security level in the RIMK, if any node stores an individual key than it will generate random master key, an encryption and authentication process is needed for every node to transfer information to the base station. RIMK is faster in computation as well as good in memory, energy and bandwidth savings, also it uses random function for the randomly assigned keys to each node in the network.

![Figure 3. Key Distribution Pattern in RIMK Node](image)

RIMK helps in maintaining/recovering the secure communication even when master key has been exposed/disclosed to intruders. The beauty of RIMK is that it supports key transformation in a random manner in order to avoid the whole network from compromise.

3.1. Operation Performed by RIMK

![Figure 4. Proposed Method for Generating Initial and Master Key in the RIMK](image)
First, an initial key or ID code is generated randomly by base station and assigned on the random basis to the sensor nodes in the group (i.e. cluster of nodes) of network, after this a certificate is assigned from the third trusted party known as Certificate Authority (i.e. cluster head node) on random basis to the nodes in the group of network which are holding initial key from base station. After combining the initial key and the certificate a sensor node will be authenticated and master key is generated, which is allocated on the random basis to the nodes in the group as shown in Figure 3, and a node can participate in the network for communication. Also these group nodes can communicate by sharing and exchanging information with the neighboring nodes.

On the other hand those nodes have got initial key from base station but not certificate from third trusted party will not be authenticated and cannot generate master key, so these nodes are not able to participate in the network for communication. They will return back to certificate authority to get certificate then generate the master key and will participate in the network, as shown in the Figure 4. That process of key transformation is iterated up to maximum number of times ($\mu$) when a node finds new neighbor and participate in the network, then key shared information is exchanged. In Figure4 it is clear that if any node have not got initial key from base station and certificate from the certificate authority are not able to communicate with the neighboring nodes, but they will wait up to the time of getting initial key and certificate, if they are getting both then generate master key and can participate in the network for communication with the neighboring nodes.

The main goal of the RIMK is to perform shared key information exchange process with small number of keys and less storage by assigning initial and master keys randomly to each node to increase the connectivity between the nodes and decreasing the number of compromised nodes in the network.

4. Simulation Environment

There are three important parameters for the simulation of the LEAP and RIMK such as number of nodes, storage space in bits and number of rounds (i.e. number of times to transfer information from base station to the neighboring nodes and vice versa). Simulation is performed in MATLAB in Dell computer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Simulation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of storage bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rounds (complexity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of keys for LEAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of keys for RIMK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Scenario 1: Relationship Between Number of Neighboring Nodes and Storage Requirement

![Figure 5. Relationship between Nodes and Storage Requirement](image)
Figure 5 shows relationship between number of nodes and storage requirement. Here we have 20 nodes for both LEAP and RIMK while storage requirement is different for both because due to storage of four keys by every node in the LEAP and two keys by every node in the RIMK. Approximately 65 bits stored by LEAP and 22-bits stored by RIMK respectively. So, it is cleared from the simulation results that there is a direct relationship between storage space and the number of keys. As RIMK uses only two keys with less storage space than the LEAP so it is more efficient and robust than LEAP.

4.2. Relationship Between Number of Neighboring Nodes and Number of Rounds

Figure 6 shows the relationship between number of neighboring nodes and number of rounds. Here we have 20 nodes for both LEAP and RIMK but different number of rounds for both due to different number of keys 80 and 40 respectively. As number of rounds (i.e. number of times information is transferred and exchanged between neighboring nodes and the base station, vice versa) are directly proportional to the number of keys. It is cleared from the simulation results that there are approximately 23 numbers of rounds for RIMK and 80 (number of nodes x number of keys in each node 20x4=80) numbers of rounds for LEAP. Due to the large number of keys by each node of LEAP, every node takes greater time to complete round (i.e. transfer and exchange information between each other and to the base station). While due to less number of keys and number of rounds in each node of the RIMK it takes less time to complete round. It is cleared that RIMK is more efficient than the LEAP.

5. Why RIMK is Better Than LEAP

In LEAP every node stores four keys, so more storage space is used because when number of keys increase the number of rounds and hence complexity in the network increase, while every node in the RIMK store two keys, so less storage space is used hence less number of rounds and less complexity. From simulation results it is clear that RIMK occupies one-third of the storage space as compared to the LEAP, so we can say that our proposed technique—RIMK is better than the LEAP, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Another advantage of RIMK is in terms of memory cost, which is less than the LEAP as calculated by:

\[
\text{LEAP: } n \times k = 20 \times 4 = 80 \text{bits} \\
\text{RIMK: } n \times k = 20 \times 2 = 40 \text{bits}
\]

From this mathematical calculation it is cleared that LEAP nodes occupy more storage while nodes in RIMK occupy less storage.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel key storage and management scheme RIMK for WSNs, based on random function, random distribution of initial key, master key and certificate from the third trusted party known as certification authority (CA). RIMK is lightweight storage management scheme manages keys with minimum transmission and storage requirement in
order to resolve excess storage problem in the LEAP. It is also a base key management scheme because it keeps network security before start up, but here we have not discussed security of RIMK and LEAP in detail, only we have focused on the excess storage problem of the LEAP. Due to self-key establishment attribute of the RIMK, it can be applied to pervasive environment that needs self-configuration. The simulation results show that our scheme significantly reduces the storage requirement by one-third as compared to the LEAP.

In near future research will be carried out on security of WSNs by using RIMK, optimization of generation time of an initial key from base station to the cluster head node, optimization of transferring time of an initial key from base station to the cluster head node, optimization of generation time of master key by the nodes having initial key and the certificate from CA, optimization of transferring time of master key from cluster head node to the neighboring nodes in the network.
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